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Paint by Sticker is the most exciting new idea in activity books, both for grown-ups and kids. A

compelling activity for crafters and artists, doodlers and colorers of all ages, each Paint by Sticker

Kids book includes everything you need to create ten vibrant, full-color Ã¢â‚¬Å“paintings.Ã¢â‚¬Â•

The original images are rendered in low-poly, a computer graphics style using geometric polygon

shapes to create a 3D effect. As in paint-by-number, each template is divided into spaces, each with

a number that corresponds to a particular sticker. Find the sticker, peel it, and place it in the right

space. Add the next, and the next, and the nextÃ¢â‚¬â€•itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s an activity thatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

utterly absorbing, both in the pleasure of peeling and sticking and the growing satisfaction of

watching a Ã¢â‚¬Å“paintingÃ¢â‚¬Â• come to life, emerging from a flat black-and-white illustration to

a dazzling image with color, body, and spirit.Paint by Sticker Kids: Under the Sea is a journey into

the world beneath the waves. Kids will create a dolphin, a shark, an octopus, and other denizens of

the watery world. The card stock pages are perforated so kids can remove them easily and display,

or share, their finished works of art. Ã‚Â 
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These are the perfect books for my son, who is almost 9. I got him a non-kids version. Those are

pretty tough, y'all! This is great for ages 7-10 to not overwhelm a child and to give them something

to do when they are otherwise contained. Maybe a 6 year old could also handle it. Our son did his

other whole book like this inside of a couple hours. They are fun and the pictures turn out really

cute! Great buy! I pre-ordered this one is how much I liked the others we have.

We have all of these paint by sticker books, and my kids love them so much! They are great for

children working on number recognition, for keeping kiddos occupied in waiting rooms, for keeping

kiddos quiet while they wind down at bedtime, for long car rides, and for fun anytime! My five year

old son has purchased two of these books with his own money because he loves them so much,

and he is eagerly awaiting the next new release!

Wonderful pictures!!! This is my daughters second sticker by number book. It has a clownfish,

jellyfish, diver, see turtle, dolphins, school of fish, an octopus, sunken ship, starfish, and a narwhal!!

Yes, a narwhal!! Perfect summer activity for a school aged kid

Great sticker book! My six year old loves it and likes to do them with his dad where they each do

their own. The stickers are numbered from 1 to about 50. The higher number varies a bit for each

picture. Not difficult to get the sticker off the sticker page and easily removed if you don't get it quite

in place. The stickers on the sticker page are numbered in order like 1-50 but the picture page has

them mixed up so you have to search for the number. The stickers range in size from very small-

about the size of the end of your pinky- to about the size of a silver dollar. The pictirss really do look

good hanging on a wall.If you have a younger child- 4 or 5 - they should still be able to do this with

help. Six and up can do this solo if they know their numbers well. Great for practicing fine motor

skills, hand/eye coordination, and number practice.

My 5 year old LOVES these paint by sticker books and brings them everywhere -they keep him

occupied for hours! Great purchase - I just wish there were more versions of these because we've



purchased all of them and now we need more!!!

My kids loved the first one I bought so much I had to get another. Keeps them occupied in the

summer!

these are the coolest books.. my 6 year old couldn't wait to do see what creature was next, and my

3 yo got good hand/eye practice doing the zoo animal book. i even bought the "masterpieces"

version for myself that is great to do during quiet time.

I bought this for my 9 year old's birthday and it kept her busy for days. Our only complaint is that

some of the stickers were not cut well, so tore a little when she was trying to get them out, which

was rough for a perfectionist kiddo. Otherwise, it was well worth the price and I would buy it or

others like it again.
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